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This is Glenn on the 7th of March beginning debriefing in Hangar 8 

at the Cape 

Pick up with Section H - Observations. 

Celestial Observations in particular. 

Describe the general appearance of the sky and stars during 

night and during daytime. 
, 

The sky at night, I believe I have already described as completely 

as I can while we were at Grand Turk. It appeared much the' same as 

the sky does On a very clear night out in the desert. I think the 

McDonnell estimate that the window would cut the light by about the 

same amount that the atmosphere cuts the light was probably a pretty 

good figure to go by. During daytime, the sky was black except for 

those periods when I could pitch UP:l let my eyes adapt until I could 

just start to see the brightest stars or plan~ts and pitch back down. 
/ 

I never did completely night adapt during the dayt~(1 to see what I 
,(. 

could see. 

Question 6 concerns Gegenshein - I did not have time to night 

adapt enough, or to take time to look for Gegenshein. Many of these 

i observation items through here are ones that went by the board as a 
I 

result of paying attention to the control system problems I didn't 

get a chance to do most of these things. 

I did not have a chance to do that. 

WORD ONE/KEYSEARCH 
(ji ~o /' 
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No. 

Did you use the green pass filter to observe Aurorae and/or night 

air glow? Comment on its use, describe the appearances of Aurorae 

and night air glow as seen with and without the filter. 

I did try to use the filter. I commented on it earlier in the 

debriefing. In particular, I tried to use it on the large storm 

centers were over the Indian Ocean to see if I could pick up any 
",/ 

air glow coming from those clouds where I knew there was lightning 

and a lot of electricaJ. acti\ii ty, but I co~dn I t see a .thing through .. , 
it. This, perhaps, was due to not being as completely night adapted 

as would be desirable for using the air glow filter. 

Question 10 - Did you observe nacreous clouds? 

No. 

Question 11 - Did you observe noctilucent clouds? 

I do not believe I observed noctilucent clouds. It is difficult 

to say because the light of the moon was reflecting off of the clouds. 

I: think probably any glow that would have been coming from the clouds 

was probably masked to a large extent by reflected moonlight from 

those same clouds. 

Question 12 - Did you observe meteor showers? 

No. 

Question 14 - Compare the view of the sky from the same view from 

the surface of the earth. 

\ It was completely different during the daytime. You have the narrow 
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bands that I have described ear~ier c~ose to the surface of the earth 

when you are ~ooking through the atmosphere. . At night, I think the view 

of the sky is probab~ pretty much the same , either with or without the 

moon. The biggest difference is ~ooking off toward the horizon where, 

here on the earth, you see there is a ~ight b~ue or almost a white band 

sometimes as you ~ook off through the atmosphere. All the whites and 

b~ues are compressed into a very narrow color band when you look at this 

same atmosphere when you are up in space. I described that in more detail, 

anyway,ear~ier in the debriefing. 

Question 15 - When did celestial object~ appear to move? 
, 

At no time did I have any perception of autoki~tic movement. 

This matter of maintaining orientation and not seeing things 

wandering around was no problem. It is much the same as f~ing an 

airplane, I guess •. I.do think, though, that you automatically rely much V: 

more complete~ on your vision there than you do in an airplane. In 

an airplane you still have the seat-of-the-pants feeling. You know what 

direction gravity is. You don't have that same sensation, of course, 

under zero g. 

Question ~6 - Did you use the star navigation device? Comment and 

give your recommendation for improvement of the device. 

Yes, I used it just a little bit to identify same constellations. 

I didn't make extensive use of it. We had planned on all these obser-

vation items to concentrate them in the ~ast two orbits of course and 

as a result of same of the difficulties, I did not use these things as 

much as I had planned. 

\ 
/ 
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Question 17 - Did you use a spec~ographic camera? What bodies 

were photographed? What exposure did you use? Connnent and give your 

recommendations for improvement of equipment and technique. 

With the spectographic camera, I got a few shots on the belt of 

Orion. These were roughly l5-second exposures. Handholding this 

camera is a little difficult. I don't know how we could improve it 

in that regard unless we made a gyrof/. stabilized platform of some type, 

which would, of course, be very expensive weight-wise. When I took these 

pictures of the belt of Orion, as I recall"now, ASCS ~ not holding .. , 
the c~psule right on the pOint, as it would if it were working properly. 

I think on later flights when ASCS is keeping attitude, we might be able 

to do a little better on handholding. 
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Question 18 - Were you briefed, trained and equipped for observing 

any celestial phenomena you encountered? 

For a first look at things, I think I probably was far more accurate 

on scientific observations.2n later flights, I think specialized training 

will be more necessary. Perhaps on future flights we should concentrate 

on particular observations. I was trying to make various types of 

observations. We were and our methods were rather crude. We knew that 

when we were training for the flight. 

" 
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Question ~9 '- Do you have any recommendation for improving the 

spacecraft ~ighting system and window to improve visib~ity for making 

ce~esti~ observations and sti~ maintain good inter~ visib~ity? 

I fe~t that I probab~ wocld have ~iked to have had a rheostat to 

contro~ the ~ights even on the red position, rather than just the on-off 

type f~ter that we had. The s~iding mechanism we had on those ~ights 

is not too satisfactory. I 'WOrudn't want to make any big changes on 

it for the next f~ight but it ~eaves a ~itt~e bit to be desired the way 

those things operate. They are difficult to get to and aren't too 
. " , 

satisfactory after you do get to them. Main thing on visibility out the 

window is that I just wish the window was a ~ot larger. That's a prob~em 

I don't think we ~ whip immediately either. 

Question 20 - Gener~ observations - Is there much difference in 

apparent co~or of the ~d areas, water areas or c~ouds as compared with 

their (a) appearance from a high-f~ying convention~ aircraft and (b) 

from previOUS Mercury flight motion picture films~ 

I think the land areas and clouds are very similar to what you see 

from a jet aircraft at high ~titude •. Colors of the ground appear much 

the same. Water areas look the same. You're farther away from them but 

the colors are very simi~ar. Previous Mercury flight motion picture fUms 

give a pretty good example of how these colors look. I think perhaps 

some of the pictures are more vivid in their colors of the ground and of 

clouds and of particular water areas. I'm sitting here now lOOking at 

some of the pictures that were taken on previous shots of some of the 
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ocean areas where we have the extreme colors of the blues and whites 

of the clouds silhouetted against the dark water. Hhile they do look 

much like this, I think perhaps the blues that the color films records 

are more vivid. 

Is there much difference in the color attenuation from an I' '." / 

view as compared to a vertical view of the earth? 

This is very similar to a high-flying aircraft also. You always' 

see less through the haze closer to the horizon. This is also true 

in space. 

Question 22 - Is it possible to distinguish the Gulf Stream and 

other ocean currents by its color? 

You can see different patterns in the ocean. They are not as 

clearly defined as I thought they might be. I could see lighter green 

areas around islands, for instance the Canaries. I didn't have a chance 

to observe too many islands. The Gulf Stream was visible, you could see 
--'-'-~'"''''-

the color differences. 

Question 23 - Could you discriminate between snow and clouds? 

I never had an opportunity to really see an area where I was positive 

there was snow and compare it with a cloud area near by. I had a pretty 

good cloud bank over the El Centro area. Hay up to the north, it looked 

as though the cloud deck ended but I could still see some white area 

beyond that. I think probably these were snow areas, but I couldn't 

be very certain. 

Question 24 - Could you determine the re~ative heights of different 

clouds? 
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Yes, I think you can to a degree. You couldn't pinpoint exact 

altitude but particularly when you are looking off into a distance, \ 

not straight down you can see clouds of vertical development or high 

cirrus-type clouds or altocumulus clouds and you can get a very definite 

impression of the relative heights of these clouds. I think this is 

apparent even from looking at some of our pictures and some of the hand-

held photographs. I think you do this with much the same cues as in 

regular flying. Also, part of this is just being aware of what clouds 

are at what different altitudes normally. Shadows I think give you 
.', . 

most of your clue on thiS, and you can see ce~tain clouds silhouetted 

against others. So you can tell relative heights to a degree. 

Question 26 - Could you detect winds on the earth's surface and 

were swell patterns detectable at sea? 

Winds on the earth's surface were naturally only visible as they 

do something to the earth's surface. Over the Sahara Desert I could 

see great clouds of dust, and there were two large areas that appeared 

to be brush fires.~though I couldn't see the actual flame I could see 

large smoke patterns drifting down across _ the country, and I commented 

on these I believe. The large dust storms were very visible over 

Africa. I called Kano and commented on them. They said that they had 

been having high winds in that area for about a week I believe they said. 

Question 27 - What terrain observations surprised you? 

I don't think there were any that particularly surprised me. The 

land looks much as it does from a high-flying airplane. Everything 
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looks reasonably' flat unless you look off at a distance and see a 

mountain range silhouetted against the little background or see long 

shadows from a mountain. I think we could actually see more detail 

on the ground than I thought I could with the naked eye. Over El Centro 

and El Paso, lOOking at the irrigated areas near each one of those 

places, you could actually see· ,the square patterns on the ground. I 

don't think these were right down to each little irrigated plot, but 

I could see the square out~ine of the irrigation districts that they 

have in both of those areas. 

Question 28 - Is it possible to discern haze layers that might be 

associated with the tropopause or other stable layer of the atmosphere? 

I described that earlier in the debriefing. 

Question 29 - Could you see ships or comparable objects on land or 

sea? 

The only time I thought I saw a ship was at the end of the first 

or the second orbit. I think it was at the end of the second orbit. 

I was looking down through the clouds on the water. I could see what 

looked like a little "V" as though it was the wake of a ship. I looked 

back on my chart again to make sure of where of what the area was and 

it was right on the time that I should have been over one of the major 

recovery areas, either F or G depending on which orbit it was. This 

little "V" was headed toward the south, mainly west little bit southwest. 

It would be interesting to learn what heading the ship was on at that time. 

I don't think this was the small wake immediately behind the ship 
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within a hundred yards or so. I think it was more like the pattern you 

see from high altitudes, a slick or disturbance in the water that leaves 

the impression of a wake that you can see for maybe 20 minutes or half 

hour after a ship has gone past. From high altitude, I know you can 

see this disturbance area in the water and I would guess that this 

probably included some area like that as yell as the immediate wake 

area behind the ship. 

~~estion 30 - On the horizon, was the transition of the light to 

dark smooth? 

Yes, I described this in some detail··~lier. Th~re is, of course, 

a rather sudden transition when the sun goes down just after the sun sets. 

But then, for some lengthy period of time, much longer than I had 

anticipated, some 5 to 6 minutes, possibly longer, there is a gradual 

reduction in light intenSity. I was surprised because I thought that 

once the sun went down, the horizon would be light for only a very short 

period of time. I was surprised that the light stayed, and that the 

horizon stayed light as long as it did. 

Question 31 - Did you use any one display almost exclusively? If 

so, which one, windOW, periscope, rate and attitude indicator, for what 

external observation or capsule control? 

I seemed to keep coming back to the window. It's a natural display 

to look outside and find your normal vision giving you your cues 

for your activities. The distorted view in the periscope was not as 

good as I thought it might be. For very precise control, I kept coming 

back to the rate instruments. The only attitude control dimension 
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that needs a little getting used to when you first get up there is yaw. 

It takes a little while to get a good yaw indication set up. I described 

that in much more detail earlier, too. 

Question 32 - Did you notice any reaction response of the capsule to 

your movements? 

No. 

Question 33 - When did external observations distract you from 

flight procedures? 

I donrt think external observations ever distracted me from anything 

I should have been doing in the capsule. I ~de numerous:,:outside observa

tions, of course, but I kept scan pattern going. 
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Section I is on Specialized E~uipment. 

Comment on the ade~uacy of the following: 

(a) Hand-held cameras - The hand cameras were all right for this 

flight. The one with color film was easy to use. The list of things 

we would like to have designed into a hand-held camera and that list of 

items should be repeated for future reference. The cameras operated 

okay. Changing film is a problem with a: hand-held camera of the type 

we had. Having magazine loading 'YTould be better. Having all the controls 

on the back where you can see them as you are using the camera would also 

help. " 

(b) Binoculars - I used the binoculars a couple of times. They 

were all right. We got some blurring through the window from it. 

(c) Exercise Device - The exercise device was all right. It 

provides exercise only for the arms and upper torso, but it seems to be 

ade~uate for our purpose, that is, to get a calibrated amount of work. 

For general exercise, for tone, I relied on tension exercises. 

(d) Microfilm viewer - Not carried, which was (d) on this. 

(e) Any Other Specialized E~uipment Items - I don't want to comment 

on any of the other things we had. As a general comment, though, we 

need a lot of work on a means of stowing these types of e~uipment. This 

was completely inadequate. We thought we could put· strings on these and 

keep them fairly well separated, but I wound up with a rat's nest of 

strings. 

J - Flight Experiences 
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Question 1 - Vlhen were you disoriented? 

I don't believe I was ever disoriented to the extent that I didn't 

have any idea of where I was. ~men you have the capsule pitched up to 

control on stars, I think there is a little more tendency to become 

disoriented, but never much. 

Question 2 - Here you confused at any time? Hhen? 

T:r.~~\~ were ~ ~lumber of items I didn't know about, if that means 

confusion. But confusion to me means that there were so many things 

going on that you just couldn't keep up wi th it all. I never at any 

'time reached that pOint. There were a number of things I had questions 

about, the luminous particles and the control system problems, for 

example. These were questions but they didn't cause confusion. 

Question 3 - Were you aware of any illusory phenomena? 

No, not at all. 

Question 4 - What were the most reassuring or even comforting events 

or conditions of the flight? 

The most reassuring and comforting events of the flight are things 

going off the way they are supposed to go. You have sort of four major 

hurdles during launch that you look forward to. You are glad when you 

get through each and you look forward to the next. You want to get off 

the pad successfUlly, then through the high q area at abo~t one minute, 

then through the staging period and tower jettison, and finally getting 

up to speed and getting into orbit. As each one of these ticks off., 

it's good to see things going properly. 
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One high spot for me was the controls check. We practiced that so 

many times and, the first time you have the capsule under your ovm 

manual control, you vTonder how you are going to control it compared to 

the simulations. There just wasn't any problem at all. I went over to 

manual control and started running the control systems check, and it 

banged off just like it did on the procedures trainer. This was.·a very 

reassuring thing to me. 

Later on, during reentry, we had some unusual events. It was good. 

,to see the drogue come out, when it finally did, and even better to see 
", . 

the main chute come out. That was a pretty sight because we -were 

running out of altitude rather rapidly. The chute looked like the text 

book diagram as it streamed out. It took only a couple of seconds for 

the whole sequence, but I could remember seeing that. Then, it reefed 

and then opened to its fuli olossom. That was very comforting. 

Question 5 - When did time seem to pass rapidly? 

Well,the whole flight was the shortest 5 hours in history as far I 
as I'm concerned. 

Question 6 - When did it seem to drag? 

Never. There were periods when we were busier than others, but 

there ,,,as never any problem of time dragging. 

Question 7 - When were you pressed for time? 

I would like to spread a lot of these things out. Things were 

happening very rapidly during some phases of launch, and during reentry, 

in particular. If we were pressed for time it was during those periods. 
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Question 10 - \fhat sounds occurred which you were not able to 

immediately recognize or did not expect? 

I think most of the sounds "lere about the way I had expected 

them to be. Sounds inside the capsule in flight were much the same as 

when the capsule was running on the ground. I did not expect the clicking 
'/ \', '("C, 

that carried over into the headset from fly-bY1switphes occasionally, but 

I knew what it was because I was operating the hand controller everytime 

it occurred. During reentry, about .05g, there was a ~ow hissing sound 

that I hadn't expected. I, assume it was from scrubbing action of the 

air or impact with the air. ..... " 

Question 11 - What experiences from training came to mind during 

the flight? 

There were many times that training came to mind, particularly 

traini ... lg on the procedures trainer. I mentioned going through the controls 

check. In fact, I think I recorded this or called it out over the radio. 

As I recall now, I said that it was very similar to procedures trainer. 
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Can you give us an idea of the recollections during flight, for 

exa~ple, aviation experiences, friends or family, preflight events? 

You think of many things IH:e this. I remember thinking hOI.;' ground 

colors looked just e.s they do :ror.l a ~,-i3h-:lying airpla.."l.e. Of course, 

you think of' frieLds or fa..l1ily and preflight things, such as .Then you're 

checking out different systems and how they operated. But, none of these 

vlere items to be d,,,elled on. They would be things that came into mind 

momentarily, and didn't take over your thou~1ts for any ~eriod of time 
" 

that .Tould interfere with the flight. You're down to bUSiness "Then 

you're in the capsule, concentrating on the systems, making observations 

. ou~side. 

1. Did you test different kinds of vision? 

Yes, I made a number of checks through the flight of the visual 
):. 

ac~ty. card and the astigmatism. chart. I could notice no change in my 

viSion at any time. My vision was clear; I didn't notice any change in 

color perception. I tried follo,rrng a little light spot during the 

occulogyric checks, had no problem at all ,-lith that. There just didn't 

seem to be any change in vision at all, at least for this period that 

we're talking about. 

3. Was there a blurring of vision during acceleration, maximum 

nOise, or weightlessness? 

Well, during acceleration on the centrifuge may have a little tearing 
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out of the corners of the eye. I don't recall &~y on this flight. 

There undoubtedly is so~e blurring of vision, but I could alw'ays read 

the instru.ments and report on them. 

'He.s your peripheral vision affected by your faceplate or by high 

"gil levels? 

No, not that I noticed, other than just the normal cut-down in 

vision that you have when trying to turn your head inside the helmet. 

6. Has there any time during the flight when you had difficulty 

hearing? 

No, except for low radio transmissiOns or periods .Then something , 

vTas a little garbled on the radio, that ""as much as nor..nal. 

7. Did you experience any ear pain? 

No. 

9. Did you have to adjust UHF volume? 

I adjusted it a fevT times, but URF line was left at its level 

for most of the flight. '" 
/ 

10. Did you notice Tinnitus at any time? 

No, I did not. 

ll. Did you notice vertigo at any time? 

No, I did not. 

12. Did you notice the presence of nasal discharge at any time? 

No. 

13. Did you experience dryness of the nose and throat? 

No. On,'::long runs on oxygen, in the suit circuit in the chamber 
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or in the capsule on the pad} t:.ce flmT of dry oxygen comes right past 

the face. After a couple of hours, you find sort of a scratchy feeling 

in your eye s . Thi sis more or le s s normal for the tY})e syster:. He have. 

I had that same dryness or scra"Gchy feeling of the eyes} but that's all. 

14. Did you have any sinuG ~ain? 

No. 

15. Did you have any problem.s ,vi th oropharyngeal secretions? 

No. 

16. Here you thirsty at 8.!.W time? 

No, I wasn't particularly thirsty. I had water available 

"\ 

there. But I didn't use it. 

17. Has your mouth dry? 

No. 

18. "Jere you CO:lscious of any specific odors? 

During insertion into orbit} you have some flatus being passed. 

There was odor to that but it did't linger. Apparently, the CO
2 

scrubber 

and the liquid hydroxide charcoal 1-Tere screening these odors out. 

19. Here you conscious of sveating? 

I had very light perspiration, a time or t"iW during the flight. 

The only time I 1-laS conscious of very heavy sifeating was when the capsule 

heated up on reentry. And that time continued; I didn't seem to be 

cooling off any at all; it vTaS very hot. 

20. Did any unusual skin sensations occur? 

No, they did not. 

21. L_J you feel warm or hot? 
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i'lost of the time in orbit) I felt reasonably comfortable. 

~ could have been a lot more cool than I Has though. I thin..'k: it 

ilould have been better had I been more cool. I kept turning down the 

sui t circuit temperature and "round up IIi th a verJ high "'later flo"T 

setting. I never could get the !.1eat excnanger set and i'Torking correctly. 

The excess water light vlould come on; lId turn the water dOlm and then 

turn back up again; the vater light vTould come on again. It was a 

continual process of adjustment all doing the whole flight on that. 

Never did come out vli th any setting that I thought Ims best. 

22. Here you short of breath at any time? 

No. 

23. Has there any orthopea'? Tachypnea? 

No, I didnlt have either one of those sensations. 

24. Did you have any chest discomfort? 

No. 

25. I'Jere chest motions lilEi ted during acceleration? 

Only as you would e)~ect at 8 gls. I had no problem, though. 

I think I made reports up to 6 or 7 gls. 

26. Did you cough post acceleration? 

I may have, I donlt recall coughing. I have my O"ffi way of 

clearing my lungs. I tru~e a big breath ~~d do a ve~J moderate malsalvo 

maneuver. It seems to pop the lungs out pretty good. 

27. Here you avlare of your pulse? 

No, I was not aware of it. I could not hear it or feel it, 
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28. Describe eating, drinkinG, ffi1.cL sual101ving. 

I've described that ea:.:-lier. It uas no p:.:-oblem at all getting 

:food in "'che mouth. It vras just like eatinG sitting right here. The only 

problem Ivas to control food· under lIeightless conditions. I tried the 

applesauce. \':e had planned to use the other tube later~ but I didn It 

because of other problems. 

29. Did you experience abdominal discomfort? 

No. 

30. Did you have an urge to yam1? 

No. 

31. Did you feel particularly sleepy at any time? 

No. 

32. Did you feel like stretching at any time? 

Yes, occasionally, you just "rant to stretch and sort of tone 

things up. It seems the natural thing to do about every 20 minutes or 

so. I "Tould sort of stretch or exerci se a little bit, and then at the 

regular exercise period OI~ course, we have a regular series of exercise 

to go though. 

33. Did you experience indigestion, belching, or excessive passage 

of stomach gasses at any time? 

No, not excessive. I mean "ihen you first go to reduce pressure, 

you expect to pass off some gas; I did; it's very normal. 

34. Did you experience the urge to defect? 

No. 

35. Did you experience the urge to urinate? 

No. Prior to launch, I had no particular urge to urinate, so 

I didn't. During the orbital pr~se, I built up to where I had the urge 
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to urinate, and I finally did about 10 minutes prior to retrofire. I 

er2ptied my bladder in preparation for reentry, and the bag did 1lark 

satisfactorly i-lhich is question j7. Urinating Ilas no particular 

problem. 

38. Did you experience any d.iffic1)~ty ,{ith nressure points on 

ha."r1ds, and feet, vrists and a...'1t.lcs, elom-ls, shoulders, others? 

-
No, I did not. I t","'8.S very comfortable. On the pad, a little 

more pressure across the back of the shoulders than you i{Quld like for 

a ",hile, "but, once in orbit, all this goes al'.ray and there are no 

pressure pOints. it is very c01TI~ortable. 

. 
39. Has there any tinglinG of any body members? 

No. 

40. I'Tere there a."r1y unexpected flir;-:ht events which caused fear 

)/ 

or any other phySicological response? 

Hell, guess "Te could get philosophical on that one. I think 

you ali-rays have fear; you fre in an unknmm situation. You have a fear 

of all kinds of things, but the important thing is what you do about it, 

not; that you have fear. I certainly vould be the last one to say that 

there "Tere not portions of the mission "There I "Tas afraid. Having fear 

on something like thiS, I think, is pretty normal. I think youfd be 

abnormal if you didn ft have some fear. But the fear never at a."r1y time 

got to the point where it interfered vi th "That I 1{aS trying to do. I 

t'hink probably the period of most concern on the ,{hole flight was during 

the reentry ,-There I thought the retropack had jettisoned. It obviousJ..y 

had not. I thought it had jettisoned and so vhen I Sal-I these chunks 

coming off, coming back by the window, fla...~ing where I could see them; 
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this was of some concern. So in o.irect &'nS,iel~ to this question; 

yes) th2re "\Ias fear dUl~ing that pe:::iod but I remerriber thinking during 

-::2".3. t period) too ) that) there 'l-lasr.. It ar:.ythL'1£!; to be Gained by stopping, 

ope:::ation even if the heat shield "\-/as tearing up) might as "l-Tell keep 

on worl~ingJ i-lhich is Hhat I did. Has -chere fear? Yes, there was 

fear but it never became an overriding thing. 
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I never could get the cabin down to the temperature I wanted. SUit 

circuit was comfortably v7arm, I could have used it cooler. 

42. In your opinion, does 0 g feel nmch like being submerged in 'Imter? 

That's rather difficult to answ'er. I knOVT we've tried to sinmlate 

Zero g with water. I think for body senses, the ansvrer is no, 

but for visual senses, yes. I think in very clear v7ater, you get 

used to looking at things upside dovm. Diving straight down at 
. -, 

something, you're relying not on body sensations, but strictly on 

vision. I never have felt that in the water, I completely lose 

my sense of g. If you turn your head upside down, you still feel 

that you're just turned upside down, usually. It's true that in 

the v7ater you sometimes get so completely disoriented, all you can 

do is follow the air bubbles to get your orientation back, but, I 

l think in the ivater, the main similarity, :which I never really thought 

of before is probably the fact that in the ,vater and in space, you 

rely nmch more completely on your straight vision. You ignore body 

sensations because in effect there, they're very minor. You don't 

have a sensation of your stomach rolling. You rely on what you see 

In that regard, I think probably the being submerged in Viater is 

very similar. Some of the floating sensation you have in water is 
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comparable, but vleightlessness is carried so much farther. Being 

submerged in ,vater, is just a beginning. It would be one plateau; 

Zero g "lfould be beyond that. 

(;. Evaluation of Capsule Systems Operations counted on your suit. 

1. Do you suggest any changes? 

The suit worked fine. I alvrays vranted a suit that vras easier to 

get in and out of, easier to operate, and "lvasn't so bulky. There 

are lot s of change s vTe I d like on a suit, of course, but they are all 

vrell-kno,ro; I don r t "rant to go into those here. I had no particular 

suit problems on this flight. 

2. Cow~ent on the couch. 

Very adequate. I think if I vlere going again, I would be tempted 

probably to do away vrith the leg cross and use just restraining 

harness on the knees to keep from bumping into the control handle 

or the abort handle. I thinl~ 'Ire can tal~e g's required on this flight 

ol~y vrithout the leg cross. There should be some tests, though, before 

vre do this. 

3. Co~~ent on the slave harness. Changes. 

I have no comment; it vras adequate for this. I used the standard 

harness. I did use the chest strap which helps only at first if 

you have an abort. 

4. ~'Ti th regard to the ECS J could you hear the fans; Vlas there any apparent 

change in fan operation? . 

The fans sounded just the same as they did on the ground, in the 

altitude chamber. There were no apparant changes in the fan question. 
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b. pressure in your suit at any time, and if so, l'laS this 

bothersmne? 

No, I never noticed any pressure in the suit at all. 

c. ~'Tas there any noticeable negative pressure in your suit at any time? 

d. 

Hm'T severe? Did you tal<::e measure to correct this? 

Sui t operation and ECS operation, in that regard, "rere completely 

normal. 

Could you hear the demand regulator Could you hear oxygen 

flm'T through the helmet exaust ? affect 

your cor.~unication or your ability to concentrate? 

I didn It hear the demand regulator clicldng on and off except on the 

pad. I took the times on the pad, and I could hear the 

demand regulator clicking. In orbit, I don't recall having heard 

it. You can al"laYs hear the oxygen flow up around your right ear. 

It's not desirable, but it's not annoying because we're used to it. 

I donrt feel that it really interfered with communications but it 

certainly doesn't do it any good. Any noise that you have in there 

is going to be a detriment on communications and this is not an 

exception. There are a number of things ma1~ing noise. You can't 

say that it, the oxygen flovr, adds to the sound total. 

e. Did you use emergency oxygen? 

Only at the end of the flight on the vray dovm. 

Has temperature control maintained in the suit and in the cabin thrpugh

out the mission? 

It was warmer than I "Tould have liked in the suit circuit, and the 

cabin was certainly warmer than I wanted it to be. The difficulty 
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controling cabin temperature and the "rater valve need some worl<;:. 

G. Did you notice any lealcage in coolant ta!1Jc or circ1.J.it? 

Eo. 

h. Did the ECS signal light o:perate properly? Yes, it did. 

i. Did the ECS quantity supply indicators operate satisfactorily? 

:':es, they did. \ .. Te had a high use rate on secondary oxygen. 

5· 

I put us dOim about 10 percent. 

I thiru~, ah, I thi~ then they must accept command 

regulator 

It can't 

It has different pressure levels set on your two systems and, ah, the 

secondary system doesn't con..'1ect to the primary; it goes dmm to a 

pressure AEPSI. 

vl:.t'J.y did it change during flight? 

That's the question. vTell, it has, it still changed, still the 

Yes, but I wasn't breathing 

like that. My breathing was the same all the "ray through; I wasn't 

tru~ing any particularly deep breaths at the last part of the flight. 

I "rant to see an official report on it 

Okay, lyell, that r s one "ray look at it. 

Here you aware of any the sensors? 

No. They were okay. Tile need to some 'WOrk on the cement used with 

them. It makes bumps on our skin. Scott, in particular, had some 

real sore spots vrhen he used those. I had these same little bumps 

after the flight, too. 
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6. ~-:ere yO'J. alTare of the cannon plug on yom' right side? 

'7 
I' 

Ho, did..'1 I t cause any probler.1 at 2.11. 

Do you have any suggestions for bio-sensor Y:1odification or chanr:se? 

Only the one that I mentioned in nur~ber 5 above. Eventually, I thiw( 

Vc ',rill Bet ai-ray from the bio-sensors. Just as \·re don I t use them in 

airplanes now, I see no reason to use them on spacecraft once a man 

has proven his capability to o2.Jerate in this environment. 

Do you have any comments on the overall operation of the rockets as 

far as their subsystems? 

ITo, they 'iforked just the 'tray they I re suppo sed to; I 'tra tched the escape 

tovTer go, it vras lie posigrade VI"orked okay; the retro-

rockets vorked okay; as near as I could tell all the squibs fired 

IThen they vere supposed to. T..'1ere ifere no problems at all. 

9. Did the roll, pitch and yavT r8."ce and position indicator function properly? 

ITo t';yro tumbling, attitude hands on stop, etc? 

Yes, they did operate properly. I had the vorldng of the gyro that 

I described earlier, but that uas the only malfunction. Bot 

al,ray from most of that when I got on the free gyros. 

10. Describe the capsule res:ponse "co manual control system oueration, 

automatic control system, and rate connnand system operation during 

the mission. 

He didnlt use rate connnand at any time. John Conlon predicted it 

ivould be a springy. The manual central system vras not as crisp and .. 
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sharp in flight as it is in the trainer, as Joh..11. Conlon predicted. It 

was more of a mushy inaccurate type system. I 'llOund up using it either 

on or off vnth fast blips to try and control the action of the capsule 

rather than going to intermediate settings, and trying to get capsule 

control that vray. 
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The fly-by-vri:::e system and the automatic system Horked just as I 

e~Cgected. It vTaS just like the trairler. I fOlli"ld no diffe:..r-ences in 

fly-by-vTire reactions from H11at the trainer simulation gives us. 

11. ~:2,S tbere any indication of thnJ.stc!'s lealdng on autom9..tic cont!'ol 

system? Did tailoff seem excessive? 

I never noticed any tailoff. I had the feeling at one time that I 

;·TaS getting some leakage in pitch, a little thrust I vTasn ft calling 

for. Several times when I sat on up rates that v~re right on zero, 

zero, zero., ,\-Then I would cheel: the :rates again and they vTOuld be 

drifting off ver-J slovTly. I cou~d confi:r,lll it by obse1;'V8.tion out 
, 

the i·rindovr. 

12. Has there evidence of thruste:cs failing to start? Any delayed starts? 

Hell, I covered that earlier. I vTaS discussing the one-pound thruster 

in ya"\-T. 

14. If Used, i'TaS the rr..anual periscope e:x:.tension-retraction lever operation 

adequate? 

Ye s , it 'I·TaS and I did use it and it was adequate. 

15. "\:as the reriscope reticle light adequate? 

It is very dim, but very good on the night side. 

16. Has the periscope filter useable? Yes, it was, and I used it. 

17. Comrr~nt on radio reception as to continuity, clarity. 

UIlF communication was very good, of course, 'IThen I 'l·TaS in range. HF 

vTaS a little more spotty. It ",ould be in and out. There seemed to 

be more repeats on HF. (Command voice). As far as I k.,YlOvT, it '\-TaS 

okay. I never specifically turned it up and dmm to check it. ( One 

question arose on the RF and UHF 'l.JaS vrhether you vrere s'lntching back 

and forth according to the flight plan. He couldn!t tell from your 

comments.) Any time I dropped out of U1:IF communication, I switched 
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-;:0 HI'. TITe ,·;ere back and forth 'bet'\le8n EF and UHF numerous tines. vlhen 

you can get UHF, it is by far the most desirable cor;1r[~unication. There 

is no doubt '\-Then you have mTIi'. \!hen you don't have it, it is deader 

than a w~ckeral. There is no intermittent operation on it usuall~on 

HF there is. 

18. ~n.1at \·ras the relative noise level in audio? 

I don't ImOi-T 'i-lha t the inter'- of that one is, exactly. I 'VTOuld say 

the noise level 'I·ras very similar to pad operation here, pressure 

chamber operation. 

19. Is a 400-cycle or an SOO-cycle tone nreval'eBt? 

The 400-cycle tone that we are used to was present in capsule during 

orbi t. Sounds and tones, this 'Was all very similar to vrhat you 

experienced on the pad. 

22. ~':;''''lat volume control settinGS aid you use during various phases of the 

rrission? Did the controls ,lOTI: properly? P.:..<1Y dead spots? 

I have already covered most of that. As for the numbers on the volume 

control, for UHF, I believe I 1ms about -;:hree most of the time. 

23. ;!as RF interference noticeable? Cross-talk? 

No, didn't notice any particular RF interference. 

24. T.1ere there any dHfel"enCeS in instrwnent readability from the static 

situations during pmlered flight, 'VTeightless flight ,and during reentry? 

There are some differences in instrument readability from powered flight, 

'VTeightless flight. In powered flight 'I.rlth vibration and I'm sure ypu 

don't read quite as accurately as you do during weightless flight or 

'iT:<1en you are on the pad. However, none of these differences 'Ylere such 

that I felt I had any problems of such magnitude that they 'ivere 

interf'erring with the flight or prevented me from getting ir~ormation 
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that I needed. 

25. Cow_d you r2ad the indicators easily at all times? 

Yes, I never had any partic~..ll.al~ :"'Jroblem ::::-eading the instruments. 

26. Jid. '"ou enCOTh"1ter any Ull=xpected probler-J relative to reaching any o:f 

the controls? 

i'To. Fact I commented eaj.~lier on some of the reach problem.s. 

27. Did. you encounter any instYUl'r-ent Ycalful1ctions? I don It believe so. No. 

30. Did sound cues offer any co~Sirillation of sequence operations? 

Yes, there vmsn't any doubt about it. \'!hen these bolts fire, when 

the cl~~~ ring goes, you hear a ve~~ defin~te bang inside the capsule. 
" 

Nortars :fire during reentry, chutes, you can hear those very clearly. 

31. ';';ere there any pecuJiarities in hand-controller characteristics? 

If so, describe. 

No, the hand controller worked just about as planned. 

33. Did you at any time thin}>: the capsule vias tumbling when in :fact it Ims not? 

The only time I had this sensation '\Vas 'i.Jhen I smT the luminous particles. 

:11~y initial reaction vms that I "' .. TaS looking out into a star :field. 

Actually, I 'W'aS looldng out at these luminous particles still silhouetted 

against the dark earth back along the flight path. For a moment I 

thought I had tumbled, althou~~ I had no sensation that I had done so. 

But I saw where I was and knevl at once that the particles vrere stars, 

and that I had not tumbled. 
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35. ~.Tcre any fuse svTitches chanced to the alte::'''Date siTitch position during 

the fliGht? If so z imich one s and at what time during the fliKht? 

These are all noted on the tape voice. As planned during the flight, 

I·re turned SOLle of the switch fuse s off. I didn! t have to put any to 

the alternate position to get them to "iork. life didn It blovT any fuses 

that I l<..now of. 

36. Did you observe any structural dei'oY[nations or hear any noises that 

could have been caused by sty~ctural defonnation of: Small pressure 

bulkhead and egress hatch? Oil-canning of cabin sldn? Panting of 

entrance hatch? \'[orking of lirindoliT panes? Instrument panel and cabin 

eouipl'l~ent ? 

No, I didn!t notice anything like that at all. 

C. Flight Operational Procedures 

1. iIere voice procedures adequate? 

Yes, I thought they were but there was too much talk back and forth. 

He had too many things planned in here to say in the way of reports. 

I firu.;..lly gave up giving 30-minute reports, where 'ire were supposed to 

run through everything in the capsule, because I didn't feel they were 

necessary. I didn It think they were contributing anything to the 

flight, felt I had better spend my time doing other things than sitting 

there calling off gage readings that everybody already "Tas al-ro.re of by 

telemetry. The only ones I feel we should really be concentrating on 

reporting are the quantities of consumables. I donlt think, however, 

that lire need to give even those to every station. I think they could 

well be given maybe only every 20 minutes or so • 

....... 
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I think 'Yre can cut dO'Ym voice procedures next time. I vouldhave liked 

to have left more time over the stations for discussing various things 

that 'YTe vrere seeing. I thin..~ that if we stick to reporting on 'consumables; 

at regular intervals, if everything else remained the same, that is all 

we need to do. 

3. Did you have enough information from the ground on trajectory and impact 

~.)rediction ? 

On capsule telemetry measurements? 

Yes, on things that I needed to know on telemetry I was given or could 
, 

ask for. 

On advice on Astronaut Procedures from the Capsule Communicator(s)? 

Perhaps I could have been given information a little earlier and a 

little more completely on the heat shield problem where they thought 

it possibly was loose. Apparently there was a very lengthy discussion 

on this that I was una'Yrare of. If I had been a1-rare that there was a 

problem in this regard,. I would have 'Yratched more closely for little 

bumps on the capsule or anything that might have given a clue to our 

status. I was kept in the dark on this, although I realized from some 

( of the questions that there was some problem 'YTith the heat shield. 



7. nOvl did the noise and vioration experience in the capsule compare 

i,:it~ t,hat experience training progr~~? 

I think booster noise was very similar. Some of these other vibra-

tions, of course, noises in the capsule, and vibration in the helinet were 

l:Ot similar. I had not thought of this but some of the clanking and banging 

of -the gimbals that 'VIe used to get at the lover g levels are not too dissimilar 

froYa some of the gimbaling and clunking you get on the booster. As a matter 

of fact, they are very similar. 

" o. Here there any physiologic effects experienced during the mission 

acceleration that were not experienced on the centrifuge acceleration or 

vice versa? Angular acceleration, etc.? 

No, quite the opposite. I think you experience mor~ physiologic 

effects on the centrifuge than, you do on the booster. This is under-

st~1dable since you are not in a steady g field. These sensations of 

starting and stopping on the centrifuge result in a feeling of tumbling. 

The only time I had an.y similar sensations on the booster was at SECO. It 

was a very slight sensation of pitching down some. I haven't seen the cap-

sule record, perhaps it did pitch down. If it did, then this was a legiti-

mate sensation. ' 

Did you recall any visual focusing problem during the sensation? 

Normal eyeball 

I don't feel I had any problem focusing. I went right to work checking 

the electric system, made an observation of the booster outside. It was 

verJ clear to me. I don't think I had any visual problem at that time 

at all. 



COT.lpare acceleration produced during the retrofire task in the last 

centrifuge program "lith that experienced in the actual retrofire. 

The actual retrofire comes off more sharply th~~ on the centrifuge. 

'='~:cre is no doubt about it when the retrofire occurs. .Al and Gus had 

80th cowmented on this and I concur 100 percent. 

Do you think it was a longer period of :~~it~~_ss~ess • • • • 

I couldn I t say it did or did not. It '\<las a good sharp acceleration that 

occurs all at once. After you have been weightless for a long period, you 

definitely feel a punch in the back. I had a very definite sensation of 

going back the other direction. \\Then retrofire was over and you could 

look out at the clouds again ~~d see the dir,~ction of mot,ion, this sensation 
'\ 

goes a.'lay. To answer this question directly, the accelerations produced 

"rere much sharper; they didn I t ramp up and down as on the centri fuge • 

vlhat sound effects do you wi sh w'e had on the procedures trainer? 

It might not be a bad idea to simulate some of these sounds, on the 

headset at least, but I donlt think this calls for any great effort. 
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11. Has the periscope display in the Langley Procedures trainer 

v2.1uable or not? 

It was not. The yaw' display, the blue lines and the dots, has not 

been very adequate. It doesn't look like clouds or like the picture in 

tl1e scope. 

12. In retrospect, vras there proper balance betvTeen failure training 

fu1d normal procedures training? 

Yes, I think we had that pretty well balanced. The main thing is for 

people over here that are giving simulations to keep in mind that we are 

training for a normal mission, and you're pr?bably going to get a normal 
, 

m~ssion. "Ie should be avrare that all these other things can occur, hOivever. 

The trainer operators should not let you know' when they are going to give a 

~ormal mission so that you keep your sa~e scan pattern &~d expect things to 

go wrong. If you know for Sure during a simulation that they don' t pla.~ 

to give you any emergencies, no natter how' hard you fight it, there is a 

tendency to relax. Maybe a third of the training runs should be normal 

runs, but without the :trainee knowing when he is going to get a normal run. ' 

13. Was an~ area of training overlooked on the procedures trainer? 

No, I don't think so. 

14. Did you notice,ru1Y difference in the operation of the rate &~d 

attitude indicator in the capsule as compared to that in the procedures 

trainer? 

No, this was normal. The control was about the same as I had e).."}lerienced 

on the procedures trainer except that as I noted earlier, I might have"been 

able to cure this ASeS drift that 'Vre had, had I gone to gyro free. The inputs 
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of -::'he horizon scanner are not sil~;ulated on the trainer. This might be a 

eood ~rea to study. 

15. Compare the response of peroxide jets with the response of the 

controls of the ALFA trainer. 

The ALFA trainer is more crisp in its response than the actual capsule 

":;:lC !'l.--:A -crail'er. Tl:at vias not s:;"1ilar at all 'occause of tl:e oalance proolem 

on the ALFA trainer and the fly-oy-wire syster;: is the one you really depend 

on in oroit. The procedures ,trainer is the most crisp simulation on manual 

system. The ALFA trainer is a little bit mor,e mushy than the trainer and 

the actual capsule on manual is consideraoly more mushy than either one of 

them. 

16. Should 'HB have had the ALFA trainer pOvrered by the actual H202 

contl'ol system? 

-~ ",~l1'_::.J.c its l'eaction "llaS pro1Jably sh1ilar. It is rather difficult 

to judge previous simulation. 

18. Vlhat value was the periscope display training on the ALFA trainer 

in preparing you to fly the capsule using the actual periscope display? Did 

you notice any difference in sensitivity between the ALFA trainer and capsule 

scope displays? 



I eh~ected to use the periscope much more th~~ I actunlly did. You 

~:~ »1: "~r:;'e(L to fly the thine; by looking in the scope, you find it is 

very difficult; it is not natural) you don't like it. It's something you 

:r;:ake yourself do for a specific purpose) like getting a picture. As quick 

as you c~~. like to look back outside to your normal visual cues. The scope 

does Si ve you a bigger field of view' but I kept ,.;ranting to come back to 

nonnal vision out the inndOi-r. 

19. HOi-T realistic vlaS the horizon disp~ay on the aFA trainer? 
" 

vie could improve the colors on it, of course. I think the horizon 

display is probably pretty good on the ALFA trainer. Horizon display is 

nothing that you really have a problem i-lith in orbit, hOi-rever. There is 

LO doubt Ilhere the horizon is. I t; is less clis Jciilct, O:~' ccu::-sc, Ol~ Jche 

-~O:) • 

~:t '.i01.J.lc'L ljave been c1esire))le 'l:;,~.r'c =: d.on't feel that it is necessa:ty. 

It ,wuld be all. expensive thing. If vie had the star field on the procedures 

trair .. er, it 'Y!ould be just as good or better. If ve could make the star 

field move smoothly enough, it would be a good simulation. I don't think 

the body sensing that you get on the aFA trainer i'laS of any value. In 

fact, it i-ras probably of negative value. 
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21. Do you think you could have controlled the capsule satisfactorily if 

Yes, I -chink you could cOlltrol the cc.psule s0~':'isfacJcorily wi -:'h training 

o~lly on a fixed-"base trainer. Or~e of the "big things that you don I t get on 

the procedures trainer is rul ade~uate periscope display, so if you did have 

to cone dO"lm to controlling the retro Vii th scope, that ,muld be valua"ble 

~~:·2~-'.:. ~y,.} .. ~~ o~~I.ce ~,:-OlJ. are se';~ 'l~.p s:.·oo·~~I_l~T -. --, ~r~~~.,~,) ~rOl1 ce"='l lJic}: Otr~') a clol-:.D. :0:.. ... -

.., -~~~ ..... ~
\.' ..... .::....L 

, 

== ~ c. l:'l::e a 

22. Did your p:c'cvious zero g trainL1C iii Project r'lercury have a.. .. 1Y 

v22ue in preparing you for this flight? 

May"be a little bit, tilt it liaS not of any great importance. Periods of 

weightlessness are so short in zero g training. It seems to me you are 

concerned aoout bumping the Viall of the caoin and somebody else floating 

around and it I S a good sensation to have had and to lmovr that you like, 

but you lmow' that it is a transient thing. You're looking for the pull 

out; it is a different feeling. \·Teightlessness is just a very pleasant 

sec.!.sation. You lmovT it will sta;;r. There is no changing field. On the air-

plane flight, you don I t have the lengths of tine to really settle d.om~ 2nd 

Cro1.ud of se:1sation to co by. 
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"\';as the l·lASTIF training good? 

Once more, you had a little more confidence in being able to control 

yourself a.'1d do things. The MP..sTIF and 1'1-elghtlessness, even though they 

"''"Bre short, let you know that you could be in this kind of a crazy environ-

rr.cnt and do what you were supposed to do. So they all fit into a background 

of confidence-building. But I would not say that our zero g training prior 

to flight was of real great importance nor vrould I say that the M.WTIF was. 

P~together thougn7 they fit a pattern that gave you a good background for 

anything you might run into. 

24. Should more or less emphasis haveb,een plac~d on environmental 
, 

training? If so, in what i;ra:y? 

I think that was adequate. You get so much environmental training 

just on the capsule down here when you are checking it out, that it is 

better than any other environmental training you can get. 

25. Was the training you received on the transparent gimbal capsule 

of any value? 

Yes, very much so. I think this was good training in regard to the 

reaction of the instruments, the rates. Once again, I guess, it's been 

shovn through flight that we should have had the horizon scanner inputs to 

thi s probably. I think it is being put on now. 

26. If any maneuvers were made in 2 or 3 axes simultaneously, how 

did the attitude display compare to the display on the procedures trainer, 

procedures trainer two, the centrifuge indicator mockup capsule, ALFA trainer? 

Very similar. 
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Referring again to the 2 or 5 exes control. I don't think we intend 

to do a lot of three axis control, particularly in orbit "There you're 

trying to control the same three precisely. Even with the little one-

?ounQ tp~sters, I think I can almost exclusively control one axis very 

accurately then another axis and control it accurately. There were times 

1Then I didn't control all the axes but it was only when we were doing 

rougher-type maneuvers, or recovery from maybe a capsule dropping into 

orientation mode, something of tha.t nature. 

27. Were any Mercury trainers detrimental to your state of readiness? 

No, I don't think so; I don't think any of the training was detrimental. 
'\ 

I think it was all good training. How about the ? 

~p~t was good at that time. I think though that to get better training on 

environmental control system, make the chamber runs down here • 

~h3.t was good thinking at the tline it came out; it's better when you're 

in your own capsule down here. There's a note on here too, that any training 

method or simulation such as Johns, we have the control problem. Now I 

think our reentry control problems of Johns were pretty good. As we dis-

cussed a little while ago, I think the main problem is in the cage itself and 

once it gets out beyond the 60 degrees, I - have any • 

28. If in retrospect, you could pick just one Mercury trainer to help 

you train, which one would you pick? If two, which two? If three, which 

three? In other words, you want a list of the values of trainers. Why 

didn't you say so? 

Procedures trainer would be number one. I think number two, you' 

I probably like to get a few runs on the centrifuge. I'll correct that. 
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I think nu,'uber tva would probably be the PJ2'A trainer. Number three might 

be n81du,-, some rounds on the centrifuge. On the centrifuge, once you've 

. 1:;8;:;n through that, experienced it, leno\-l thc.t you operate in thz:.t g field, 

,you have a confidence, I thiIL~. 

Pxe you thinking in terms o~ prefli~lt training? 

Yes, I'm thinking specifically of preflight training. I think the 

centrifuge is mainly a benefit in the background once again, if you 

you confidence of being able to operate in that field. 

29. Should the procedures trainer have been mounted on the centrifuge? 

vlell, the idea was you 1vould like to sim.-.:Uate the mi~sion as closely as 

you could; but I think the proble::l1s that vie w"Ould have now in mounting the 

procedures trainer on the centrif"ugc "rould preclude any day-in, day-out 

?roce&ures trainer operation of the vroy we use the procedures trainer now. 

: think ';{e are better off having the procedures trainer where we can run 

oVer and hop in to get some good practice rather than having to drag up a 

v.rhole centri;fuge every time we i>Ta:lt to mcil:e a procedures trainer run. I 

don't think that's practical right now, nor necessary to do it that way. 

lle d.on't need that good a simulc...tion. As I stated before here in this 

thing, one of the biggest things you know is how fast you adapt to the 

,situation. There's no, no big problem here adapting to it. Probably the 

reason we adapt so rapidly is that we do have aJ.l this training in our 

background. 

30. Should we have included a cloud cover on the Jl:LFA trainer? 

Yes, it probably would be good to have some cloud cover on the presen-

tation. T'.o.e, main thing is to speed up that pictorial presentation. Somehow, 
/ 
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there's something 'Wrong with that. I don't know where our 

goes lastray there, but it does. 

simulation 

(The intent there, I think, John, was that they vTere trying to get 

another piece of tape or film with the clouds on it and overlay it. We 

'~re trying to have this work at different s~eeds even. The clouds indi-

c:;.ted cloud drift) 

I think the film 

31. vlere the stars display on the ALFA trainer realistic? 

Yes, we've already discussed that; we probably need more stars to 

4~1\e it more realistic. 

32. vias there any comparison between the noise of the peroxide jets 

and the noise of the air jets on the ALFA trainer? 

No, the peroxide jets v;ere much, much less noisy in flight. You 

could hear them a little bit on the high thrusters. You could feel the 

vibration more than anything else. You feel the little 'When you 

use them. You know when they're operating and when they're not. 

both thrusters? 

Yes. Retrorocket jets, when you hear and feel those , there's 

no doubt when they come on. 

33. Do you feel there's any future for submerged simulations for 

weightlessness training? 

Well, we've never really done a submergent simulation where we've done 

scu~a diving; the Little Creek frogman thing. We never really have been 
. 

in one of these simulations 'Where you very carefully balance out remaining 

motionless so I can't comment on that one. 
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34. Do you feel external clizp1~s helps on the v::rious 

simulations? 

Uo, I don't think so. I might add a little bit but hardly enough to 

pay the dog. 

35. 'Here you considera.bly busier in flight as compared to the various 

trainers? In what respects or areas? 

Hell, you're very busy with all this equip::nent "We had 

trying to use that, you've got to ha.ye everything pretty "Tell plan..."led out. 

You w-ant to make a lot of exte:::'I1al observations. You don't have any trouble 

finding things to do. I was very busy even though 'We had planned ga.ps in 

the flight plan just because we thought "We would be pretty busy. And these, 

these ga.p~ were "Well planned, too j I used this time to good advantage. Once 

. v .... e started "'having problems though, the flight plan sort of went out the 

i windov and I concentrated on those problems for the rest of the flight. 

And I was kept busy by those, of course. 

36. List in relative importance the different aspects required in 

flight and which trainers best accomplished which. 

Well, in attitude control you're comparing what you see outside against 

the scope against the instruments. No one trainer does all this. I think 

the procedures trainer comes closer to it than a"lything else. There's no 

:Jroblem looking out the window and seeing 'What your attitude is. You may 

have to check occasionally on the yaw reference to determine exactly wr~t 

it is, but in pitch and roll there's just no problem. Procedures trainer gives 

the best presentation of instruments. The AI.:FA trainer would be next with 
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reC3.rd to scope display. As to Cyste.TUS Lo:ii~.:.oring, procedures trainer is 

by far the best on that. Enviror.:::-.;:;ntal ef:i\;(;-cS - the best training on that 

vrill COlr,e riGht in your mm cal.x:;ule here in the a1 ti tude Ch8IllOer. He' ve 

had some ccntrifu~~ tr3ining before at JorillGville, also better training on 

the: Doctor' 5, Go-called Doctor's cD..2:)cule in Philo.:lelphia; that vms good, 

'ot:.-::: I think by f;:;.r the best training for the environmental system is right 

here in your own ca:s>sule in the pressure cnc.rr;'oer. Failure z-'1:'.lysis, the 

procedures trainer by far the best on that. Task loaciing, procedures trainer 

'Vrould be the best on that becau.se that's "There you're having to keep up your 

sc~~ pattern and monitoring and all the functions in a&dition to performing 

other tasks. 

37. From a pilot's point of view, what did you get out of this flight? 

Ho~r! well, I think the biggest thing and the most major, I think v:e've 

-""-" alre~ covered this largely in our discussion dm-7n at Grand Turk, the biggest 

sin61e thing "(la I ve found most important is a general statement that a pilot 

can Ol)er3.c~G in this environment satisfactorily. I think we can even judge 

I 
frc:.::1 just this one flight that we probably know enough to say that in future 

I 

c.e:si:;ns "tYe can rely on the pilot to be an operable part of the system, at 

le~::;t for missions of this length. lIe don't need quite so many automatic 

syste:::t1s. ~fe don't need systems designed so that we can completely perform 

the r;;ission '-rnether the man is or is not aboard. This can get us away from 

2. trGmenc.ous a..."!lount of automation. That's probably the biggest single thing 

th3.-G vTe got. out of this flight. From a pilot t s point of view, we also know 

tt~t zero g, at least for this length flight, is not the bugaboo that a lot 

of ~eople thou.ght it was. This was nothing but the most pleasant of sensa-

tions for this time period. 
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Ple::.s...:..r:tt is a '\>lord you uSed a number of tines to describe this and 

l c. h::::..::.:n r t bez:n clear , .. hat kind of pleasures you r re referring to. 



Geod. in cmt, no pressure suit at all. It's p::..~c '::;:::..oly a 

Geed i'c.::liE,S in tl:3.t W~ ha.ve t:::.l.::c:d about -etc! possibility of so m~.:,.ny ill 

nor::_::l, . . . 
-<;' ,;""-- '1 Y"I .)_ ...... v ~_ ... Very good. it's s S00cl i'eeling to know that you 

}?le:::'sw"1t sensa.tion, I den't I"ilc<::n 'co .thinl.;: -chs~t 't7e :b...ave a com:p1et.e:ly det.ached, 

off into the wild. b1u2, "dId. bl;::c:c yonder type sens:::.tion or 8,."lytr.:.in:; lib:! 

th:::.t a.t <:11. ::.::v.::;r C:V;:;l:l thoUJb,t of it as 3.. I..::::..tter of' f&ct. (Very often 

1vn.en pec:;?le hev.::; thc::ir first eX.Jcrience in ,·;cter, where they're really free 
0,. 

to r.::)ve in tbrC!c u:consions, and relatively free of gravity, they te.lk about 

it + 1 ) ~ as a grea" p easure. 

8or::e of it might be simila= to that. I didn't have sny of these 

feelings as though I had suddenly been'released from the bonds of earth 

or eny of that kind of feeling at all. It's a new feeling, it's a feeling 

that you Cell only experience in the capsule; or in the Simulations, of course, 

for very short periods of time. 

This free floating feeling, I don't know how to describe it except that 

it's very pleasant. It's an interesting feeling; you're interested completely 

in your environment that you've never been in before for this time period, 

and yet now you are. You're operating fine, you're thinking clearly, you're 

controlling just like you control under 1 g. I guess a lot of the plecscnt-

ness from it mentally may come from the fact that it's a completely new 
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tL:;t. you hC,Ve is rlC preble::::. You fC2l a i'c21in.:; of -, 
i 

~:Gt cl:::.~cion - but :::. very h:::.;?y f·(.~:ing t,~.:"-:'; you h3.ve cover-eel tl:is challen,3e I 
tsen a problem in 80 2.:n.CL you f ve 

~ ... J. here you are right in the r~id..Qe of it) cLd J.'ou jus-~ i";::c;l f'i:c.8o You're 

I 
die:. C~"1 the ground; end. -c.l"£::,(.' s a good I 

fe;:;ling ccc::':J.GC you h.:;.v.;:;: Cor:2 to 'chi s cr.'.cll(;l~0C and n:ct it ei.1.d it I::; yuurs _I 

I you've sot it \,'bippecl - no proble::a. 

Tht's pm-t of the feeling, I'm sure) that's p'robably just as clear as mud 

out I don't know how else to describe it. 

Eo, tl:~t I s one that I ~1aS referring to a r.li.nute aso, this brco.:wff 

pheno~en~J ~~be some people gctit, I don't knOil. People have c12ir2d 

tcey h~:d. tfi'is end had such a strons desire to go on out; I didn't experience 

any of this. 

Hell, you fe;:::l depressed only becc.use you are, but as far as having a 

feeling of sudCLcnly "iol2.l1ting to leave what I "res dOing, a...'ld go out among the 

stars or zO=8tlling like that like they described - I didn't experience 

any sensations such as this, sorry to st;.y. 

You ~~~~ in ~~ aircraft, you've never ~~ted to just 

Hell, su:·e I I ve '·m.~ted to get higher faster, particularly when there 

thre2 tri~8 ~·ound the moon, like I've heard people describe, I've never 

e::::::2rienc'2.d this in the past, I fm afraid. 

2. HI:c;.t c~:.)sule systeras need improvement the most? 

~'iellJ I think that's taken care of at systems debriefings. 
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,;as able to control t~:c c.::::::)culG c.ccx:c.tely -::i t1-. it. I i~oul:i li~e to r~ve 

a.1y position, unease the gyros c:.nd hc:.ve the.: c~::!s'J..le r::;.in-c;:;,in that orientation. 

:L'llis vould permit you to get set ·c:'..,) on D. p3.:ticul~r groil::'") of stc:.rs you 'Vi3..."lt 

to n:&;:e obsc:::"1.r:::.t,io:'.:s on. Un case uc.c.. let the cG.psule hold its I-0ci tion 1-Thile 

you r::3.de your s'c::.r :pictures, for' in:::ta..l1ce., Ls lie stGnd no\T, go to ·these new 

position::: ~-=::. ~,"il you can do at this point is set the cr..}?sule up in a drift. 

4-* I:.: .retrospect, "lmuld you have liked to train rr:ore than you did on 

8.J."ly l:...rtic;{:ar trciner or c:ny par-~icular systc:rrs study area? 

I t::1ir!2: you're al1ra,ys going to r..ave c.;.uc:stions if you have another year 

to cet r(;::..:....y. You still find thic:;;;:; you ilish you hci :wore time to do at 

the l:::.sto I lTish I had more time for star study and for r::::.? study. You 

,.::Jx-:::'.,ys n(.;;;;& review' on systCr.1S right a;~ the last minute. In. fact, I 'VTent 

bc:.cl: '::'rllm::;;h the flig.."rlt controller handbook I don't knm.r ho", Yr'2.:n.y times, 

I 'W0nt b::.ck through it once Bore the night before the flight. In fact, it 

1J<:.S rather ironic the last section I vnlS studying when I 'Went to bed before 

the fli~~t was on the autorr~tic stabiliz~tion control system. I think in 

the future i·re could outline flights ahead of til.!.e as to their purpose 8.!ld 

"That i-re expect to accomplish on some of these flights. I think this rrzy 

require a lot more changes. I vrould like, for instance, if I vms going to 
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n yeo.r fro::n nmr, if I 

of th~ or so;::;:-::,:;::::::":<:; like tho.t, then I e.:::.n go to 

bcco::.c 1:,::, poriod 

If I co:::e rigi:):t \::.2,') to the 

fin::.l tL:c I?srioj, for selection J':.:::/~ a CO::::21c 'of rr;onths before lc..u:lch, then 

I G\:~icnly !~'2vc to er":,,, everything in t11is short period just before launch. 

I-:':' .:.,:;:;r:,0 to ~ __ -.:; that it is -vTastel'ul of our recources to have all seven O'i~ us 

t:...c'::' up 0:e- C::-l ind.etermir..ate sched.u1c for ~"~;ecified. missions c..t unspecified 

.t... ,. c~ uld d ' b '. .,. 'bl .,. -,,1.n:2:. \':e c!o· 0 a mucn e"G"Gcr JOD 1.1' ,;'2: CS-."1. pOSS1. Y JUs"G ~s::::lgn peopl.e 

tente:.:tively to certain missions that are going to have certain purposes to 

theI:l. )illd let us then route our mm training program for a year or so, 

building up to that. A S'LUUTC.ers training idll be necessary for everyone if 

"TO run :core central progrc;1s or tt..ings tr.d:t are gener8.l training for every-

one, or physical exaznnations, ile ,·;ill run all. of those as a group of seven. 

It ZeCli.1S to me it ,:rill be much better to run this to assign people as far in 

aa.v~'1ce as 'Vle possibly could and let them build up their trz.ining program for 

this specific f'lig..'-lt. (seven trainees nm_ning concurrently tere just on 

trying to cope "(vi th everything in the wl!.ole field doesn't seem to :c::e as the 

V8.y to do it. I knOiI it is difficult to tr,f to assign people ahead but if 

this vms done it viOuld be ideal.) !·lissions rn:J.y change and some of your 

training goes dOvffi the drain and maybe you don't get to fly the mission 
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Oil. tir.:e, 

the 

r":"r"'-,,'":\ 
l.."Ov ..... 1....; 

the :.;i ssions bc;c;:;:.:::~. '':~r:ini, j~?ollo In. t:h biS 1(;2.d. tin:e you a.r-e Going to 

have in o.ssif]1ing pilots. Pilo"c;::; on the X-15, for instance, knmr a couple 

of ye:.::.r:::; c.:~_2ad of' ti::'3 Vlb.O il2.S going to fly the X-IS. The X-15 type 

flyin:; is ell very good but it is probably not going to be cC:ITparable to 

G.::~:d.ni ::.;-d.ssions or Apollo missions. So I hope i're con possibly nar;:e 

te:ltr:.ti ve cre~:TS or narr:e tents.ti ve people for these things So long "'.Jay in 

8.d.V'~J.ce, much more than ve have nOi-T. 
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5. He,,) do you feel about your ability to perform during longer 

periods of weightlessness: 

I have no problems whatsoever. I'do not see why I could not 

have gone much longer. I saw no approaching problems. When we get 

into longer flight, a week perhaps, exercise 2nd things to keep the 

body toned up will be important. think we can cope with that when we 

come to it by keeping the body exercised properly in fl ight to maintain 

body functions. For periods of weightlessness extending anything up 

to a day or so, I see no prob lem vJhatsoever. 

6. What is your advice to the Astronaut who will man the next 

Mercury capsule? 

I think we proved on this fl ight enough about our abil ities to take 
Co 

over and fly. I recommended that he try to make his mission as much as 

possible a manual fl ight, leading the sequence system. He could, for 

instance, jettison tower about 2:30 instead of 2+34. 

What about manual retrofire? 

I would I ike to see the man run this mission completely and let 

the automatic system back him up, instead of vice versa. If he wants to 

use the automatic system for a while, while he makes certain observations, 

he can let the automatic hold the capsule where he wants it, but if he 

wants to maneuver, to arrange himself differently, to fly upside down, 

backwards, or however he wants to do it, let him go into manual fl ight. 

I think that would be the best way to confirm what we found on this 
and 

I fl ight/would h~lp us on our decision on how much automation is needed 

for future fl i ghts. I think that would be a big contribution. 
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7. In your opinion, is the p,-esent c..:::oriefing adequate? 

More than adequate. I think itls been good. Once you've been u~ 

and back, you don I t enj oy hav i ng to pI CItJ through a 11 these quest ions, 

but the only way we can gain infor~~tion from these for people who have 

r,,;-,c sone '/~t is by such detaik.:d c"Jc:stioi;ing as ~ve've gon'lthrough. 

I regret that we didn't finish our debtiefing al I at one time; we got 

all mixed up with the return to the Cape, New York, etc., but I think 

it would have been better had-we gon~ straight through the debriefing 

as we were out at Grand Turk while everything was fresh in our minds. 

If we plan to make as complete a debriefing as this is, it might be 

better to allow a little more time to complete it out there. There are 

certain questions in there that are questions that are considered opinion. 

Some of those could be held to a later time when you have looked over 

your initial impressions. 

Questions like "What IS your advice to the Astronaut who will fly 

the next Mercury capsule?" want to go back over the record and see 

what they found out on systems before I give advice to anybody. All 

I can give on aninitial debriefing IS what my feel ings were. can 

change some of my op i n i ans after I look back at some of t he records. 

Do you think debriefing is the best conducted? 

I think the initial medical screening should be out there. After 

-chat, we could have flown back here to the Cape, landed on the skid strip 

and come up here and done our debriefing, just as well as we did out at 

Grand Turk. The only objection to this live ever heard was news media 

would be avai lable and there would be a clamor at the gate to talk to 

(1-'\ the crew, 

~d' fence -In 

think this is certainly contr;Jable here. 

area; we can take whatever time is necessary here for the debriefing. 

but I We I re ina 
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A1 I the experts are right here. if thereis cny question about the manls 

medical status, then he could stay down there, but if he is in good 

shape, I see no reason at all to shuffle everyone downrange. requested 

before the fl ight that we just do away with that shipboard part and 

get on to Grand Turk and do the vvhule thing all at once. I don't think 

your impression of these vents is going to change materially in the 

few hours it takes to get you ashore. 

If I were going again, I would I ike to make more complete use of an 

onboard recorder. kne\'i that ,a lot of this stuff was going out over the 

air. probably would have tended to give a lot more description of 

things had I been just talking to a recorder. 

If you run into something you just don't want to say, then you have 

to turn off the radio. It isn't desirable to turn that off. But if you 

knew you were just talking into a tape, I think ypu'd probably be more 

descriptive than you do when youlre trying to make a normal radio trans

mission. 


